WORKSHOP PROGRAMME

Education of Young Professionals in Transplantation (YPT) in Living Donation and Transplantation, as part of the 11th Living Donor Abdominal Transplant Conference, Rome, Italy, 29 – 31 August 2024

Thursday, August 29, 2024

8:30 – 8:35 Welcome
Enrico Bendetti (Chicago), Giuliano Testa (Dallas) and Rutger Ploeg (Oxford)

8:35 – 10:15 Background and overview
Chair: Rutger Ploeg (Oxford)

Numbers and impact of living donation around the globe (15 min)
Rainer Oberbauer (Vienna)

How do we engage in living donation: pressures, paternalism, follow-up? (30 min)
Frank Dor (London)
Bernadette Haase (Leiden)
Interactive discussion with participants on ethics, experience and solutions across countries

Training of surgical skills to guarantee safe procedures in living donation (30 min)
My bespoke steps of learning for the kidney Enrico Benedetti (Chicago) (15 min)
My bespoke steps for the liver Mohamed Rela (Chennai) (15 min)

Experience in living donation during my ASTS Fellowship training: ready to role?
Michele Finotti (Treviso) (15 min)

10:15 – 10:45 Interactive plenary MDT session: kidney
Chair: Dilan Dabare (Birmingham)

CASE no.1 (30 min)
FACULTY: presentation by a ‘senior’: Lucrezia Furian (Padua)
PANEL: questions and moderation by first set of 3 YPTs
AUDIENCE interacts

CASE no.2 (30 min)
FACULTY: presentation by a ‘senior’: Oriol Bestard (Barcelona)
PANEL: questions and moderation by second set of 3 YPTs
AUDIENCE interacts

Panel of 3 YPTs and participants will ask questions and voice opinions whilst faculty is challenged to respond and explain. Panel will prepare several aspects worthwhile discussing as not always straight forward.
10:45 – 11:15  
**Coffee and tea break**

11:15 – 12:15  
**What is challenging in living donation?**  
*Chair: Lucrezia Furian (Padua)*

**Why robotic surgery in living donor transplantation?** (15 min)  
*Ivo Tzvetanov (Chicago)*

**Immunogenicity in living donor recipients: how to reduce, prevent rejection, initiate regeneration?** (15 min)  
*Robert Montgomery (New York)*

**My typical surgical mistakes (‘a long time ago’) during a living donor procedure and how I managed to get back on track** (30 min)

**Kidney:** *Lloyd Ratner (New York)* (15 min)  
**Liver:** *Dieter Bröring (Riyadh)* (15 min)

12:15 – 13:15  
**Lunch**

13:15 – 14:30  
**Interactive plenary MDT session: liver**  
*Chair: Frank Dor (London)*

**Indications in living liver donation and selection of the donor** (15 min)  
*Giuliano Testa (Dallas)*

**CASE no.1** (30 min)  
*FACULTY: presentation by a ‘senior’: Silvio Nadalin (Tübingen)*  
*PANEL: questions and moderation by first set of 3 YPTs*  
*AUDIENCE interacts*

**CASE no.2** (30 min)  
*FACULTY: presentation by a ‘senior’: Elizabeth Pomfret (Denver)*  
*PANEL: questions and moderation by second set of 3 YPTs*  
*AUDIENCE interacts*

Panel of 3 YPTs and participants will ask questions and voice opinions while faculty is challenged to respond and explain. Panel will prepare several aspects worthwhile discussing as not always straight forward.
14:30 – 15:00  The Thinktank  
MODERATION: Caroline Dudreuilh (Paris) and Bernadette Haase (Leiden)

YPT views – blue sky thinking on challenges and solutions …
3 x 2 min pitches by YPTs; audience questions; audience elects ‘best pitch’

15:00  Award for ‘best pitch’ and closure
YPT leadership … Dilan Dabare (Birmingham) and Gianluca Rompianesi (Naples)
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